
In the       tab at the top select. 
Select the robot you want to connect to.
Click the                          to disconnect.
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Help Links
Make sure you have the Sphero edu app & create a sign in.

The main tabs sit along the bottom.
Sphero edu Website
Intro to Sphero edu

Create your 1st program
Sphero edu activities

DRIVE...
Click the Drive         tab

Set the speed.

CREATE A PROGRAM...
Click the         tab, then

Name your
program.
Choose the type
of program.

Select
your
robot.
Click
create.

Slide
across 
for more
options.

Drop here.

Drag
from  
here.

Want to delete a bit of
code... drag it to the 
bottom of the screen, to the       

QUICK STEPS

SPOTLIGHT ON SPHERO
Sphero's are app-enabled robotic balls. You can program them with
the Sphero edu app using nearly any mobile or desktop device.
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Code the Sphero to draw a  shape
e.g. square, pentagon or octagon.
Turn your Sphero in to a die, by
connecting it to a dice program.  

Maths

Create obstacle courses for Sphero.
Act out part of a text or story by
decorating a plastic cup and putting it
over the top of the Sphero.
Bring an acrostic poem to life.

Literacy

Code the Sphero to draw shapes & designs,
then dip in paint to create!
Make your Sphero dance. 

Art

Use the Sphero to investigate velocity and  
acceleration.
Make a cart for the Sphero to pull
Investigate  light. 

Science

ProgramsProfile 
&

settings

Activities Drive

CONNECT A ROBOT...

Choose the brightness and
colour of the LED display
on top of the Sphero.

Drag the ring until the blue
light on the Sphero faces you.

Drive with this dot
(like a joy stick).

edu app on a device
a sphero robot

Devices

Visit Here
Website

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/nz/
https://edu.sphero.com/d
https://edu.sphero.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saz8RC2caIA&t=78s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaUM1GG4unI&t=4s
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/category
https://youtu.be/0mUgI8-YIos
https://sphero.com/

